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PIGS AND CANS:
OVERWEIGHT OR WHAT?
hatever else may be true, life
in the transportation industry
has its moments. After all,
how many other industries can
boast of pigs, cans, sleeper cabs,
sleeper teams, skids, shrink wrap,
stretch wrap, glad wrap (just
kidding), dollies, doing the turn and
lumpers? I get tingly all over just
thinking about it.
Well we are about to have a new
facet in our lives which will make us
the envy of the civilized world. And
that new facet is the Intermodal
Safe Container Transportation
Amendments Act of 1996 (are they
teaching that stuff in our public
schools?), a topic which has been
previously reported here (Rollin’
On, May 1995 and February 1997).
Let’s call it Safeweight.
The idea behind Safeweight is to
protect our highways from damage
due to overweight containers, which
is of course a worthy cause. As it is,
our public infr astr uctur e is
deteriorating faster than we (the
taxpayers) are spending to maintain
the status quo. Historically, some of
the “cans”, especially imported
cans, are stuffed way beyond their
legal limits by shippers who
consider such overstuffing a badge
of honor. Hopefully, those rascals (I
can’t say morons since they have
gotten away with it) will be forced to
change their ways.
Now let’s pretend that we are
habitual overweight violators intent
on continuing our misdeeds. (At the
recent ATA seminar in Portland a
woman candidly mentioned that she
had been instructed to report back
to
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management with the “loopholes”.)
Here are some scenarios.
First, the shipper can give the
carrier (trucker for now) the required
prior notice that it has a can over
29,000 lbs. but is still acceptable for
over-the-road transportation. The
trucker shows up and is handed, as
the can is loaded onto his chassis, a
document stating a new weight that
will put the trucker over the legal
limit. The prior notice will probably
not help the trucker because the
shipper has now come clean
(through a dirty trick) by correcting
the “mistake”, and Safe-weight puts
the burden on the carrier.
A variation on the above is if a
motor carrier dispatches an owneroperator with the same intentions.
The only obligation is to inform the
o/o “prior” to tender, which means
that the required written notice could
be furnished to the driver at the
coffee counter as the o/o’s
equipment is about to be loaded.
Since many of these o/os maintain
an operating ratio of 99.9 (or worse),
what is an o/o to do, especially if he/
she is not in a position to reposition
the equipment?
Another problem is if no
certification is received, meaning
that the carrier can assume that the
can weighs <29,000 lbs. That won’t
work as a defense when the trucker
gets pulled over. Sure he has lien
rights, but will he get another load if
he asserts it?
And if it’s
perishables, the trucker is spared
that decision as there are no lien
rights. Safeweight? Not exactly.

April 1997
NOTICE OF
UNDERCHARGE CLAIM;
DEMAND FOR
IMMEDIATE PAYMENT
You are hereby given notice that
you are indebted to Rollin’ On for
failure to pay the Rollin’ On tariff
rate which has been in effect at all
times pertinent. The unfiled tariff
has been duly kept at the Rollin’ On
office, between the phone books
and the trendy recycle box. Your
failure to inquire as to the tariif rate
is not a legal excuse, so you are a
dead duck on that one. You may as
well just plant the flag where you
stand (or sit).
To comply with the law and
become a legal citizen once again,
you need to immediately mail your
check in the amount of $1,000.00
(unless you elect to settle for 5%) to
the address stated above. Make the
check payable to the Rollin’ On
Slush Fund. (Normally a small % of
the take would have to be mailed to
the bankruptcy trustee to take care
of the poor battered creditors, but
since we nipped this one in the bud
that nicety can be avoided.)
Please be warned that if
payment is not received as
demanded within 17.474 legal
business days, your first born, last
spouse or favorite pet will be
confiscated (unless you like it).
*****************************************
April Fools!!
(No payment demand)
But wait until you receive undercharge claims for unfiled tariffs.
That’s all for now. To shippers,
carriers, agents and other third
parties, keep the cargo rollin’!!
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